| 1. truck | 6. rope |
| 2. hand | 7. chore |
| 3. stir | 8. chair |
| 4. help | 9. last |
| 5. mat | 10. most |

**Teach and Test**

| 1.                      | 6.                      |
| 2.                      | 7.                      |
| 3.                      | 8.                      |
| 4.                      | 9.                      |
| 5.                      | 10.                     |

**Match the meaning to the word.**

| 1.chores       | A. not difficult, fancy or complicated |
| alongside      | B. an object that makes a job easier |
| tool           | C. jobs that have to be done regularly |
| engine         | D. by the side of          |
| sprout         | E. motor                   |
| simple         | F. begin to grow           |
Sounds:  L - long,  S - short,  R - r-control

1. tame       6. shirt
2. yard       7. bee
3. clocks     8. told
4. brick      9. code
5. whole      10. check

Teach and Test

1. __________________       6. __________________
2. __________________       7. __________________
3. __________________       8. __________________
4. __________________       9. __________________
5. __________________       10. __________________

chores alongside engine sprout simple tool

1. The __________________ quit running.
2. We were __________________ the fence.
3. The plant had a baby _____________________.
4. I used a __________________ to fix the tire.
5. We still have our ____________________ to finish.
6. This math problem is not _____________________.

Name ______________________________________ Helping Out 2
Sounds: L - long, S - short, R - r-control

1. thirst _____ 6. blue _____
2. dress _____ 7. ant _____
3. lumps _____ 8. star _____
4. kneel _____ 9. piece _____
5. page _____ 10. mop _____

Teach and Test

1. __________________________ 6. __________________________
2. __________________________ 7. __________________________
3. __________________________ 8. __________________________
4. __________________________ 9. __________________________
5. __________________________ 10. _______________________

Meanings: alongside chore engine simple sprout tool

1. This word is a three syllable word. __________________________
2. This word has the same sound as blue. ______________________
3. This word begins with a short e sound. ______________________
4. This word has an R controlled vowel. ________________________
5. This word begins with an s sound. __________________________
6. This word has the same beginning as spring. ________________
Use these words: chores, sprout, engine, alongside, tool, simple

1. We did our ____________________ by this morning.
2. I ran _________________________ the street.
3. The __________________________ was little and green.
4. They used a ____________________ to fix the leak.
5. This is not as __________________ as I thought it would be.
6. Did you hear the __________________ start up?
Name ______________________________________ Helping Out

Sounds: L - long, S - short, R - r-control

1. tore          _____
2. day            _____
3. them          _____
4. sharp         _____
5. rode           _____
6. tire        _____
7. stuck      _____
8. ten         _____
9. hurt       _____
10. east      _____

Teach and Test

1.___________________________
2.___________________________
3.___________________________
4.___________________________
5.___________________________
6.___________________________
7.___________________________
8.___________________________
9.___________________________
10.___________________________

Reading Words: engine chores simple sprout tool.

1.___________________________ rhymes with shout
2.___________________________ rhymes with floors.
3.___________________________ rhymes with school.
4.___________________________ rhymes with dimple.
5.___________________________ rhymes with pigeon.